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INSURANCE

In Demand for 2018
Hot Jobs
•
•
•
•
•

Experienced Claims Handler
Compliance Officer/Executive
Pension Administrator
Actuary
Project/Change Management

“2018 will bring some exciting
challenges and plenty of opportunities.
Brexit, GDPR and artificial intelligence
will all impact the insurance sector
throughout this year and beyond.”

Top Skills
•
•
•
•
•

Project Management/Prince2 or
PMP
Compliance and regulatory
experience
QFA/CIP
DB and DC pension experience
Product development

Salaries in 2018
Salaries are continuing in an upward
trend and skilled employees are, in
certain cases, in a position to seek a 1015% increase when moving. This was the
case for specialist roles in 2017, however,
we are seeing similar increases now in
the 1-3 years’ experience bracket.

Top Tip For 2018
Our top tip for 2018 is targeted at employers and the need to
move quickly when they have identified top talent. With the
talent pool shrinking and the rise of counteroffers, companies
are doing their utmost to keep hold of key people and potential
employers will need to act fast to secure skilled candidates.
Too often in 2017 we saw employers drag their heels with their
recruitment processes and miss out on key hires.

.
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Thoughts on the Market
2017 continued to showcase Ireland’s recovery
with growth in employment and increased FDI. The
insurance sector has been voicing optimism for quite
some time with the majority of companies expanding
and we expect further growth in 2018 and beyond.
The mood is positive for the year ahead, however some
challenges have been identified such as the introduction
of GDPR, the impact of Brexit and the skills shortage in
an economy reaching near full employment.
The skills shortage has seen companies expanding their
search for talent internationally for positions that would
traditionally have been filled with local talent. This
trend is only going to continue in 2018 and multilingual
candidates will become more and more the norm.

The UK Brexit vote has led to many international
insurers based in the UK outlining plans to relocate to
another EU jurisdiction. Dublin has been identified by
several large insurance and reinsurance companies as
their intended EU base due to Ireland being the only
English speaking country in the EU post-Brexit and
availability of EU passport benefits.
Overall 2018 will be an exciting year in the insurance
sector and it is going to be interesting to see how
companies handle the challenges and opportunities
facing them in the year ahead. But if anyone is
going to lead the way in managing the risks these
opportunities and challenges will bring, it must be the
insurance sector.

Get in touch with our team by emailing
insurance@sigmar.ie or call us on
+353 1 4744600.

Life Assurance

The life and health insurance sectors in Ireland have seen some interesting developments in
recent years with several mergers and acquisitions as well as new entrants to the Irish market.
Qualified financial planners and pensions administrators continue to be the main movers within
these spaces and they show no sign of slowing down.
Pensions administrators were highly sought after in 2017 and in particular candidates with
defined benefit and defined contribution skills. With the rundown of large defined benefit
schemes in Ireland and defined contribution schemes being the primary pension choice of large
organisations, candidates skilled in the day-to-day administration of these schemes will continue
to be in high demand throughout 2018.
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DUBLIN

REST OF IRELAND

Claims Officer

25-39k

21-35k

Claims Manager

65-85k

55-75k

Sales Agent

25-35k

20-30k

Pensions Administrator

30-45k

25-33k

Pensions Manager

50-65k

40-55k

Broker Consultant

26-45k

30-40k

Underwriter (1-5 years)

28-50k

21-35k

Senior Underwriter (5-10 years)

50-80k

40-55k

Head of Underwriting

90-120k

100k

General Insurance

Traditional skills such as claims, underwriting and brokerage consultants continue to be sought
at a steady, if not spectacular, pace.
The increased focus on insurance fraud has seen claims professionals with experience in this area
in demand. Increasingly large compensation payments have highlighted the need for companies
to focus more resources in their claims and fraud departments. There is no indication this will
slow down in 2018, therefore candidates should be highlighting their experience in this area.

DUBLIN

REST OF IRELAND

Loss Adjuster (1-7 years)

25-50k

20-45k

Claims Handler

30-45k

28-35k

Technical Claims Specialist

45-65k

40-55k

Claims Manager

65-80k

55-70k

Head of Claims

80-120k

70-80k

Underwriter (1-5 years)

30-45k

21-38k

Underwriter (5-10 years)

45-85k

38-60k

Head of Underwriting

90-120k

100k

Product Executive

35-50k

25-40k

Product Manager

55-100k

65-80k

Broker Development

45-60k

30-45k
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Compliance

One of the areas that saw significant growth in 2017 was compliance and risk, as insurance
companies brace for the introduction of GDPR in May 2018. With the countdown to GDPR in full
swing, insurance companies are actively trying to alleviate the disruption to their operations by
getting the right people in place. This has led to compliance and GDPR qualified professionals
becoming some of the most sought-after people in 2018 with both permanent positions and
project roles opening across the sector.

DUBLIN

REST OF IRELAND

Risk Analyst (1-4 years)

32-40k

25-33k

Risk Officer (5-8 years)

40-65k

30-60k

Risk Manager

75-90k

60-80k

Compliance Specialist (1-5 years)

30-55k

22-35k

Compliance Manager (5+ years)

55-90k

45-80k

DUBLIN

REST OF IRELAND

Sales Agent

20-35k

18-27k

Administrator

25-35k

20-28k

Team Leader

35-45k

30-38k

Manager

40-55k

38-50k

Commercial Account Executive (1-5 years)

35-60k

30-60k

Senior Account Executive

60-100k

50-80k

Broker Development
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Captive/Reinsurance

Brexit brought about some interesting news for the Irish reinsurance market with several
companies identifying (and several more still considering) Dublin as the location of choice for
their EU headquarters.

DUBLIN

REST OF IRELAND

Captive Account Executive

30-50k

25-45k

Captive Account Manager

60-90k

45-80k

Captive Underwriter

35-50k

30-60k

Reinsurance Claims Agent

35-65k

30-55k

Reinsurance Claims Manager

70-120k

55-90k

Reinsurance Underwriter

60-120k

55-90k

Actuarial

Qualified and part-qualified actuaries are continuing to attract considerable interest. New
graduates are also in high demand with internships offering a great path into a trainee role.

DUBLIN

REST OF IRELAND

Trainee Actuary

30-40k

27-32k

Part Qualified Actuary

40-50k

32-42k

Qualified Actuary

60-110k

55-110k

Chief Actuary

165-300k

140-280k
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Data Analytics
DUBLIN

REST OF IRELAND

Junior (1-3 years)

30-45k

27-40k

Senior (3+ years)

50-80k

35-65k

Data Manager

80-110k

65-95k

Salaries taken as annual in euros, based on working in Ireland. Bonus/car allowance not included. Figures are based on current market rates.
Salaries are subject to variances based on the individual, the company size and other external factors. Parameters indicate the highest and lowest
salary level for each position.

Never miss an insurance job
Follow us @SigmarFinancial
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Sigmar Recruitment, established in 2002, is a leading
Irish recruitment services company with 14 specialist
divisions across the entire recruitment process and
managed service spectrum.
Winner of 45 awards for recruitment excellence and
workplace culture, we employ over 120 industry
specialists in Dublin, Cork, Galway and Tralee.

Our experience extends across: Accountancy &
Finance, Banking & Financial Services, Construction
& Property Services, Engineering & Manufacturing,
HR, Insurance, IT, Legal & Compliance, Life Sciences,
Marketing, Multilingual, Office Support, Sales and
Supply Chain.
Find out more about us at www.sigmar.ie

Dublin
13 Hume Street,
Dublin D02 F861
Tel: +353 (0)1 4744600
Email: dublin@sigmar.ie

Galway
Dockgate,
Dock Road,
Galway H91 PC04
Tel: +353 (0)91 563868
Email: galway@sigmar.ie

Cork
33 South Bank,
Crosses Green,
Cork T12 F611
Tel: +353 (0)21 4315770
Email: cork@sigmar.ie

Tralee
Unit 4, Liber House,
Monavalley Business Park, Tralee
V92 NN80
Email: tralee@sigmar.ie

